
 
 

GOVERNOR/s 
Mrs J Leech 
 

DATE OF VISIT 
Monday 25th March 2019 

FOCUS OF VISIT 
 
Learning walk – observing TLC 
meetings 

ACTIVITY/FORMAT 
 
Drop in observation of sessions 
 
 

Key questions to seek answers to: 
 
Observe discussion relating to Tom Sherrington’s teaching and learning video material. 
A blog post in 5 sections:  
 

1. Behaviour:  Be more assertive; establish what you want to establish 
2. Questioning:  Ask more students more questions; involve everyone  
3. Marking and Feedback:  Make all marking an instruction for action,  
4. Knowledge and Recall:  Specify what students should know; check that they do; 

give time for practice  
5. Setting the standards:  Define excellence for any task. 

 
Staff chose one section to look at for the TLC as the stimulus material. 
 
Have the strategies been embedded within practice? 
Is genuine sharing of ideas and experiences evident within the sessions. 
 
 

Outcomes: 
 
Dropped in to Maths session. Facilitated by Mrs Emsley. Round table responses and 
sharing of strategies with a focus on questioning (starters and recap), challenge and 
differentiation – marking and feedback. Use of visualizer as an effective tool. 
 
Dropped in to English session. Facilitated by Mrs Bell. Round table responses and 
sharing of strategies with a focus on recall and review of prior learning. Mrs Kelly 
shared her use of critical articles for revision. Again use of visualizer is deployed. 
 
Dropped in to all sessions – all shared similar themes, generated by Tom Sherrington’s 
video clips. 
 
PE and Languages talked about prior learning, praise and importance of relationships – 
knowing pupil’s names. 
 
Geography and History debated on when is best to seek feedback. 
 
RE – Mr Beaufort- Jones shared his use of “5 a day” retrieval technique. 
 
 



 
Art/Music/Technology talked about questioning in a practical environment. Allowing 
pupils to be confident to answer even when wrong. Discussed enthusing boys in to 
practical subjects. High standards and aspirations along with relationship building.  
 

Further comments 
 

Evident that open sharing of ideas and views was taking place in all groups. A genuine 
enthusiasm for the subject and collective focus on raising achievement of all. It was 
clear that strategies had been embedded within practice. 
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